Mill Valley Historical Society Newsletter
375 Throckmorton Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941

FALL 2016

Please join us on Thursday, October 20, for the Mill Valley Historical Society’s 39 th Annual Potluck Dinner,
beginning at 6 p.m. The dinner will be followed by the Members Meeting at which new Directors and Officers
will be elected.
MVHS recently launched an online survey to help us find out more about our members, improve our existing
activities and services, and consider adding new ones. Vice President Charlie Vogelheim will report on the
survey results during the meeting.
As always, the Meeting and Dinner are held for our current paid members, and we warmly welcome those who
wish to join at the door. Please see details for the evening on page 3, and be sure to RSVP by October 13.
We are pleased to once again welcome Barry Spitz as the evening’s speaker. His topic will be “How We Got
to Own the Mountain,” based on his 2012 book on the subject. “It is the story of how Mt Tamalpais was
changed from 100% private ownership in 1900 to essentially all public land during the 20th century,” says
Barry.
Born in Brooklyn, Barry has lived in the Bay Area since 1970. He is well known in Mill Valley for books on
our area, including Mill Valley: the Early Years and Mount Tamalpais Trails, published earlier this years.
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Letter from the President
I am writing you in absentia after leaving your Board of Directors in August as I will be out of the country for a year.
However, this is an opportunity for me to reflect briefly on the direction where the MVHS is heading. Board member
Eric Macris has graciously agreed to serve as President through the remainder of my term.
We have had the opportunity to build on a strong organization. Our recent work has been to enhance activities that were
already underway. We have expanded our First Wednesday Speaker Series to cover the entire year and have expanded
the scope of the topics that are presented. We have also continued to deepen our relationships with our Library and the
Outdoor Art Club partners through the History Room, the annual Walk Into History, the Oral History Project and more.
I am confident that your slate of Directors and Officers will continue the upward arc of our work with the community.
We are also looking to the future. Your Board is focusing on how to best improve MVHS’s communications capabilities.
As you know we live in an environment with evermore communications platforms such as e-mail, Facebook, Twitter and
the regular mail. We have a team working on this important issue to find the best ways to communicate efficiently and
effectively with all of our constituents and to be nimble enough to leverage new communications tools as they emerge. I
am confident that they will do so and this effort will support our mission of preserving and disseminating information
about local history.
This is your organization. If you have ideas on how to improve the organization, please let the Board know.
Best Regards,
Bill Stock
MVHS to Elect New Board Members and Officers
This year’s Nominating Committee, comprised of Directors Bill Stock, Jerry Cahill, and Stella Perone, is very pleased to
have identified several new Director candidates who are accomplished in their professions, have years of Mill Valley
experiences, and possess a keen interest in local history. Each will be a great asset to MVHS.
The Nominating Committee respectfully submits and recommends approval by the Members of the Mill Valley Historical Society the following slate of Directors for 2017.
Voting will occur at the Annual Meeting of the Members on October 20, 2016. One individual from each membership
address is entitled to vote as long as that person is physically present at the meeting.
The dates after to the Directors’ names indicate the year their terms expire on December 31. Under the revised MVHS
Bylaws, approved by the members at the 2015 Annual Meeting, all new Directors are elected for a three year term beginning this year. Also under these Bylaws, the continuing Directors’ terms are staggered among one, two, and three year
terms.
Slate of Officers and Directors for 2017
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
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Eric Macris, 2019
Charlie Vogelheim, 2017
Nancy Glasenk, 2017
Stella Perone, 2018
Jill Benton-Tardy, 2019
Jerry Cahill, 2018
Nancy Emerson, 2018
Betty Goerke, 2019
Loral Good, 2017
Bill Hoppin, 2019
Corinne Purnell, 2018
Meg Rose, 2019
Debra Schwartz, 2019
Dick Spotswood, 2019
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Special Thank You
to our Departing Directors
Kurt Peterson
Elected 2014
Walk into History guide
Newsletter staff
Bill Stock
Elected 2013
President 2015 and 2016
Walk into History guide
Cullyn Vaeth Russell
Elected 2011
Secretary 2013 and 2014
Membership chair
Walk into History guide

MVHS Welcomes New Board Members
Biographies of new MVHS Board members who will be officially introduced at the annual dinner
Dick Spotswood

Bill Hoppin

Dick, a San Francisco native, is a graduate of St. Ignatius
High School, the University of San Francisco, and its
School of Law. He is a personal injury attorney with
Jacobs & Spotswood in Mill Valley.
He is the politics and government columnist for the Marin
Independent Journal and the senior political correspondent
for KRCB-TV (PBS, Channel 22 in Cotati/Rohnert Park). He
has been part of KRCB’s award winning national and state
election coverage for 22 years.
Dick is a former Mill Valley City Council member (19801992) and three-term Mayor of the City of Mill Valley. He
served for ten years (1982-1992) as a Director of the Golden
Gate Bridge, Highway, and Transportation District. In 1992
and 1993, he served as chair of the Doyle Drive Commission
and previously served on the 101 Corridor Committee. Dick
is the former president of the Rotary Club of Mill Valley, the
Mountain Play Association, the Marin Forum, and the College of Marin Foundation. He is also a former director of the
California Planning and Conservation League.
Dick and his wife Joanne, also a San Francisco native, have
lived in Mill Valley since 1976. They have two adult children raised in Mill Valley: Beth, a San Francisco Chronicle
columnist and social media consultant, and Alex, a content
producer for Disney/LucasFilm.
Meg Rose

Bill is originally from Seattle, Washington, and has
lived in the Bay Area 30 years. He has been a Mill Valley resident for over 13 years, moving here from San
Francisco.
Bill graduated from Cornell University in 1985 as an
electrical engineer, after entering as an architecture candidate. He currently works with small technology startup companies. His focus is on helping them architect
and connect their core technology and capabilities to
solve the right problems for the right people.
Bill is passionate about leveraging Mill Valley’s heritage to help form the foundation for a deeper and more
rich community. This is inclusive of both long-time and
newer residents, with a particular focus on engaging the
latter in the way they like to be engaged.
He believes our history, if presented in the right way,
can help newer generations of Mill Valley residents provide valuable context for the inevitable changes coming
as our community continues to evolve.

Meg was born and raised in Mill Valley and attended Park
and Edna Maguire Schools, and Tamalpais High School.
Her parents, Bob and Betsy Andresen, were very active in
Mill Valley, politically and socially. And her father was on
the Mill Valley City Council in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s.
“I have recently moved back to Mill Valley and treasure my
connections with the past here in this town,” writes Meg. “I
have always loved to study and learn about Mill Valley’s
history. I was a guide for the 2015 History Walk and helped
with the walk again this year. I am delighted to be a part of
the MVHS and impressed with what a great organization it
has become. ”
Meg remembers when she was at Tam High and her Mom
started recording oral histories for the library. “I was excited
to find that today both my parents’ oral histories are in the
archives,” she says. “It was particularly touching to listen to
the recording of my father, who died while I was living out
of state.”
Newsletter Staff: Editor, Corinne Purnell; Assistant Editors,
Nancy Emerson and Kurt Peterson; Contributors, Jill BentonTardy, Joyce Crews, Barbara Ford, Loral Good, Cate Mayfield,
and Stella Perone; Photos, Debra Schwartz and Barry Spitz.

The 39th Annual
Members’ Meeting
& Potluck Dinner
Thursday, October 20, 2016
Mill Valley Community Center
Social Hours—6:00 pm
Dinner—6:30 pm
Member Meeting—7:15 pm
Guest speaker—7:30 p.m.
We appreciate the following contributions :
A-H Dessert I-Z Main Dish, Side or Salad
Tableware & Beverages will be provided
E-mail RSVP by October 13
to info@mvhistory.org
or call (415) 388-1953
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A Brief History of the History Room
Wander down to the Lower Level of the Mill Valley Public Library and it is hard to miss the Lucretia Hanson Little History Room. Outside the door stands an easel with a poster welcoming you in. And if the History Room happens to be
closed, you will notice the etching of Mount Tamalpais on the door glass.
The room was first opened in June 1977. Funds for construction, furnishings, and equipment were provided by the City
of Mill Valley as a Bicentennial project. The location had previously been a book storage area. Furnishings included
refinished oak tables and shelves from the former Carnegie Library on Lovell Avenue, which served Mill Valley from
1911 until the present Library was built in 1966.
A major impetus for building the room was to house what became known as the Lucretia Hanson Little Papers. In addition, space was needed to store materials collected by the Mill Valley Library Association (now Friends of the Library),
according to then-Head Librarian Thelma Percy in an interview with the Marin Independent Journal.
The Collection and how it grew
Lucretia Little was deputy city clerk of Mill Valley from 1951 through 1977. During that time she was also named Mill
Valley’s official City Historian. She began by collecting documents thought to be redundant by the city. However, her
research expanded to include greater Marin County and California history. An inventory of Lucretia’s paper notes that it
consisted of four boxes filled with well-organized files, in addition to 286 photographs, and historical maps.
The Library Association’s contribution included 68 oral history interviews of early city residents. Photographs of historic buildings had been compiled by Doris Bassett. Indexing of the Mill Valley Record had already begun.
For the past 39 years, the collection has expanded through donations of individuals and through the work of History
Room docents who comb through printed material to locate articles of historical interest. A large part of the collection is
kept in the Pamphlet Files, which contain printed matter, including ephemera, such has railroad time tables and menus.
The collection of photographs of historic building has expanded to become the House Files. Lucretia’s photograph collection has grown to include thousands of portraits and photos of events and people reflecting Mill Valley history. Her
maps have been jointed by many others, now housed in three large map cases. The Biography Files, containing information on Mill Valley residents, are a rich source of information for patrons’ research.
Books and other bound volumes have become an important part of the collection. These include catalogs, books of local
history, and a collection of those by local authors. A complete collection of the Tamalpais High School yearbook, Pai, is
stored in a locked cabinet, as are older, rarer books. Art works depicting local scenes hang on every wall. Dipsea Race
trophies, bottles from local dairies, and street signs are among the artifacts on display.
Staffing into the 21st Century
When the History Room first opened, a Library staff member, Jean Hitchcox, was assigned for six months to head the
organization process. The names of those who staffed the room from 1978 through 1983 have been lost to history. But
in 1984 the first full-time librarian of the History Room, Joyce Crews, was hired and served until 2005.
Joyce is remembered by long-time docents and patrons for her organizational ability, knowledge of the collection, and
general professionalism. In his oral history, Barry Spitz reflected on the long hours he spent at the History Room researching material for his books. “Joyce Crews was a tough taskmaster, but she did the right thing,” he said. “She followed the rules, the correct rules” to protect the collection.
After Joyce retired, David Grossman was hired to the position on a half-time basis. David’s experience included both
library science and technical skills. He soon acquired three computers and a scanner, and docents and interns began to
digitize the collection.
When David took another position in 2013, Cate Mayfield came on board. One of her first projects was the reorganization of the Pamphlet file. Each file was sorted and cataloged, and files are now listed on the online MARINet Library
Catalog. Using PastPerfect museum software, docents have continued to digitize portions of the collection, among them
arts and artifacts, biographies, and maps.
Cate has established a new website, Mill Valley History Online, which includes a sampling of material from the collection. More than 500 photographs can be accessed, by topic from the home page or through search tools. In collaboration
with MVHS, the History Room has continued to collect Oral Histories of long-time residents and others with special
connection to Mill Valley. A complete list—now more than 200—is shown on the new site. And over 50 are accessible
online either in audio or as printed transcripts.
Members are encouraged to drop by the History Room, just to visit or to do a bit of research. The Room is open most
weekdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. (open at noon on Fridays). It is also open limited hours on evenings and weekends. To
confirm hours, call (415) 389-4292, ext. 4725.
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Disappearing Businesses: Historical Photography Exhibition
Beginning in October, a new historical photography exhibition will be on display in the Library’s downstairs gallery,
outside the History Room. The exhibit will examine how Mill Valley businesses have grown to match the evolving city
from before incorporation to the present. The photos will be on display through winter 2017.
In the beginning there were the dairies. During its inception as a city, Mill Valley’s businesses providing for the essentials were the standard: grocery stores, pharmacies, clothing stores, barber shops, realtors, and blacksmiths. Yet even
these businesses have adapted through change in our society due to population and technological development.
Some businesses shut down due to natural disasters and were unable to reopen. Others were able to change and adapt as
they kept current with demands of society. Other businesses were swallowed by larger companies.
As citizens, we have pushed boundaries on what may be proper or legal within our community. Bars would skirt city
limits. Some businesses had a “secret back room” where gambling, alcohol, or paraphernalia were offered. These businesses, though not mentioned in polite company, have been found in most communities across the nation.
Before the 1906 Earthquake, Mill Valley had many weekend visitors in addition to the core year-round population. The
city’s retail businesses were located downtown near the railway station. As the population grew, so did the economic
pressure for more local businesses.
Beginning in the 1930s, all the above mentioned businesses were opened in the Alto, Old Mill, and Homestead neighborhoods. People could still walk to shops, and there was loyalty to one’s local store. However, as early as the 1960s, when
more people had cars and were able to get around more easily, these local businesses began to lose profit. The population became enamored with driving to malls in other cities.
In the 1970s, home prices rose, and have continued to do so at a faster rate than the rest of the country. This changed the
type of businesses we now see in our community. Where once there was the Mayer’s department store that sold men’s,
women’s, and children’s clothing, now there are specific boutique shops. The local hardware stores are long gone, although Goodmans Lumber is still on the freeway as a part of Ace Hardware Group. Other stores are high-end retailers.
This is the nature of business cycles. Local stores reflect the nature of the community that they serve.

Still Looking for a Home
Among the photographs in
the Exhibition is one of the
Old Mill Market. A Hikers’
Trail Map is visible on the
side of the building. For a
number of years, the Map
was covered by siding. But
in 2009, when the building
was being demolished to be
Map as it appeared in 2009
replaced by apartments, the
Courtesy Lucretia Little History Room MVU2701
Map once more appeared.
In 2012 the Mill Valley Historical Society took on the responsibility of finding a new home for the Map. It was removed
from the building and placed in secure storage. MVHS has worked with the City of Mill Valley to explore several possible sites for public display.
The first choice was Old Mill Park, close to its original home. However, in 2015 the park was judged to be unsuitable
because of dampness and the risk of vandalism. Other sites were considered and abandoned. So the search goes on.
Docents needed in the History Room
Qualifications: Basic computer skills, attention to detail, and organizational skills. Training will be provided.
If interested, contact Cate Mayfield, cmayfield@city of millvalley.org, or 415-389-4292, ext. 4738.
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First Wednesdays- 2016 Speaker Series

The 2016 season has continued the momentum of 2015 with speakers every month and capacity crowds.
Thanks to 2016 speakers:
Tim Wood - The History of the Eldridge Family
Matt Cerkel - A Year in the Life of Mt. Tam
David Bero - The Geology of Ring Mountain
Michael Moyle & Larry Clinton - Early Sausalito History
Ivan Poutiatine - Volunteering Experience in Mill Valley
Bob Greenwood & Joe Angiulo - Mill Valley’s Music Men
David Talbott - Season of the Witch
Laurie Thompson & Jana Haehl - Corte Madera: The Early Years
Tom Killion - The History of Mill Valley’s Fall Arts Festival
Chuck Oldenburg - A Homestead Tale
The Mill Valley Library has been a great partner in presenting the speaker series; however, with attendance rising some
changes have become necessary. We have begun preregistering for these events on the library’s website. On one hand,
preregistration is needed to ensure that we don’t exceed the capacity of the meeting rooms we are using. On the other
hand, if we know that we are going to have a very large audience, we can make arrangements with the library to move
the event to the Main Reading Room which has a much larger capacity than the Creekside Room. The Main Reading
Room proved to be a great space in which to hold these events. There may be room at these events for nonregistered
attendees, but those who have preregistered will be admitted first.
While 2016 has been a success, we already have some exciting speakers in the wings for 2017, and we expect next year’s
season to be even better.
Former Students Play to Honor Beloved Teachers
By Katie Dennis
The group that played at the MVHS talk with Joe Angiulo and Bob
Greenwood did not exist before Debra Schwartz called and asked
if I could round up some former students to play for the event. She
had gotten my name from Betty Goerke.
I called a lot of people who still live in the area and are now professional musicians. Everyone I spoke with had the same response:
They wanted more than anything to be there and were thrilled that the event was taking place. But due to their success,
most were busy working on a Wednesday night and would not be able to participate. I ended up with just six players,
including myself
Again, given our work schedules, we could only meet for about one hour, just two days before the event. Even more
challenging than finding rehearsal time was the task of finding music written for our instrumentation: bass, cello, violin, trombone, french horn, and flute.
The piece we finally selected, Josef Haydn’s Parthia in F Major, was written for two oboes, two bassoons and two
french horns. So I was the only one playing a part actually written for my instrument. The second horn part was played
on cello. The bassoon parts were played on trombone and bass, and the oboe parts were played on flute and violin.
Since the performance was to be a surprise, we arrived after the talk began and tried to sneak downstairs. It’s not easy to
conceal a double bass. Latecomers to the talk saw us in the elevator. We had to swear them to secrecy.
Our entrance at the end of the talk felt to us as though we were crashing a party or staging a revolution. But after the
initial surprise and unplanned speeches, I think our ragged little band closed the event warmly.
Being a part of this celebration of our beloved first music instructors was very important to all of us! Our lives started
in their classrooms.
Continued on Page 7
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2016WALK INTO HISTORY—“WALK ON THE SUNNY SIDE”

This year’s annual Walk broke tradition and was held on Sunday May 22, one week before
Memorial Day Weekend. The weather was perfect and our 22 knowledgeable Walk Guides
helped to make this a fun and informative event. Once again the online reservation system
guaranteed a smooth transition from check in to wait time for the tour and we were able to
offer 21 tours.
Starting at the lovely historic Outdoor Art Club, we strolled through the section of town
once populated by local merchants, teachers, ferry and railroad employees, blue collar workers, and professionals. Transplants from the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire and
outdoor enthusiasts also made this neighborhood their home.
We walked by the former site of Village Music—remembered for its large collection of vinyl records, moved along to
the Old Post Office, and turned down Sunnyside Avenue for a history of the Gardner Tract and Sunny Heights addition.
This area once home to the Costa Creamery, Jagtown, and Teacher Row, and even two haunted houses.
At Boyle Park we were treated to Location Guide Ed Addeo’s informative lecture about the flagpole dedicated to local
athlete Art Fontes, who died in World War II; intercity baseball; and the 1973 case of Jenny Fulle vs. Little League
Baseball. The underlying theme here is that Mill Valley has in the past, and continues today, to encourage excellent athletes. Some were offered contracts for Pacific Coast league or Major league, while others were fighting for civil rights to
play as an equal.
The last portion of the Walk came down Buena Vista past Chateau Arnoux, the Convent, Greenwood School, Mt Carmel
Church and other older homes. We ended where we started at the OAC.
2016 Walk volunteers
The MVHS is grateful to all the guides, researchers, editors, and volunteers who helped us put on this successful walk
Loral Good, Chair
Ed Addeo
Jovita Addeo
Tim Amyx
Steffan Bartschat
Jill Benton-Tardy
Jerry Cahill

Jim Derich
Nancy Emerson
Barbara Ford
Nancy Glasenk
Betty Goerke
Trish Intemann
Jonathan Jacobs

Nav Khalsa
Joyce Kleiner
Bill Lary
Eric Macris
Laureen Novak
David Ogden
Patti Ogden

Mary Osborne
Stella Perone
Kurt Peterson
Corinne Purnell
Phil Rhodes
Meg Rose
Debra Schwartz

Dick Spotswood
Bill Stock
Cullyn Vaeth Russell
Diane Wagner
Greg Werner
Christine Whitney

The MVHS Board of Directors is pleased to announce that the 2017 Walk into History will focus on Downtown
Mill Valley and will include epicurean delights in addition to our rich local history. We look forward to working
again with our exceptional Walk Guides and hope to see all of you Sunday, May 28, 2017.

About the musicians:
Those who performed were Terrie Baune, on violin; Katie Dennis, french horn; Andrei Gorchov, flute; Jon
Keigwin, contrabass; Max Perkoff, trombone; and Paul Rhodes, cello. A number of them are now teachers themselves in schools or private studios.
They have had a wide range of professional experience, both as free-lancers and as members
of orchestras in the Bay Area and beyond: Northern California, Texas, Delaware, and New
York.
Special thanks to Directors Betty Goerke and Debra Schwartz for arranging this special evening..
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Thanks to the following 2016 Donors, including Mt. Tamalpais members
Saralyn Almada
Julia Althoff
Joe & Gail Angiulo
Suzanne Bettinger
Gladys A. & Stephen H. Blose
Anne Bonaparte & Judd Wiliams
Ken & Jackie Broad
Peter K. Buckley
Jerry Cahill & Kathy King
David & Pam Canepa
Ricardo & Lisa Capretta
Donna & C.J. Carrillo
Christina Clark
Larry & Jane Clinton
Beverly Coughlin
Jeff Craemer
Matthew Cramer
Steve Cummings & Ingrid Woods
Betsey & John Cutler
Bret Davenport
Nona Dennis
Jim & Barbara Derich
Zack & Thais Derich
William Devlin
Molly Devries
Annual Dipsea Race
Scott & Cara Douglass
Kenneth Drexler

Nancy Emerson & Steve Quarles
Richard & Diane Evans
Seth & Alison Ferguson
Mark & Tracy Ferron
Dennis & Pam Fisco
Robin Fisher
Erdmuth Folker
Jessica Fullert
Barbara Gately
Blanche Giusti
Nancy Glasenk
Jon & Betty Goerke
Tamara Goldman
Loral Good
Bob & Evelyn Greenwood
Connie Hanson
Robert & Rebecca Henn
Carlma S. Houweling
Barbara & Jonathan Jacobs
Joyce Johnston
Susan Kaeuper & Bill Washauer
Steve Kaufman
Kate & Reed Kellman
Joyce Kleiner & Family
Harriet & Tom Kostic
Stephanie & Larry Krames
William W. Lary
Warren & Barbara Levinson

Barbara Lombardi
Steve & Bette Lombardi Jr.
Eric Macris
Ivan & Lydia Maroevich
Jane Matthewman & Kevin Barrett
Matt & Jan Mathews
William & Diane Mayers
Paulette Lueke & Robert McCully
Sashi McEntee
Pete McFarland
Airin McGinness
Steve & Kay McNamara
Jane Miller
Roger & Stephanie Moulton-Peters
Barb Morgan
Michael Moyle
Ann Murphy
Outdoor Art Club
Harald & Janet Oyen
The Parrinello Family
Douglas & Elke Paul
Eileen & Phil Perkins
Stella Perone & Dan Leonard
Kurt & Catherine Peterson
Helen Dietz Pickering
Ivan Poutiatine
Corinne Purnell
Roland & Margaret Purnell

Charles & Peggy Redfield
Donald & Hope Rehlaender
Philip Rhodes
Elizabeth Salmon
Tom & Jill Sampson
Linda & Doug Scherf
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Schlobohm
Ken & Mary Lou Schultz
Robert Schultz
Jane Singer
Anne B. Solem
Mr. & Mrs. Dick Spotswood
Alan & Victoria Talkington
Alan & Ruby Unger
Charlie & Chris Vogelheim
Robert & Diane Wagner
Gregory & Christina Werner
James Wickham
Dennis & Sonia Williams
David Witt & Leslie Rieber
Mrs. Parker F. Wood Jr.
Bob Wright
Andrew Zakem
Bill & Diane Zuendt
Donations In Kind
Bob Couillard
Patti Flynn Boston

